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.1111111CIP

For the first time in history, education is now engaged
in preparing men for a type of society which. does not
yet exist. Educational action to prepare for work and
active life should aim less at training young people to
practice a given trade or profession than itt equipping
them to adapt themselves to a variety bf jobs, at
cleviroping their capacities -.ontinuously, in order to
keep pace with developing production methods and
working conditions.

ti

This presents educational systems with a taslk which
is all the mire novel in that the tunction of edubation
down the ages has usually been to reproduce the con-
temporary society and existing qdcial relationship.
At a time when the mission oeducation should be to
train "unknown children for an unknown world," the
force of circumstances demands that educationists do
some hard thinking, and that in so doing they ,shape
the future.

Edgar Faure, asal., Learning To Be: The World of
Educational 'Today and To orrow (Paris:
UNESCO, 1972) pp. 13 and 196.
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INTRODUCTION
A new civilization is emerging In our lives and blind men
everywhere are trying to suppress it. This new civiliza-
tion brings with it new family irus; changing ways of
working, loving, and living; a now economy; new
political conflicts: and beyond alt this an altered con -

sciousness's well. Pieces of this new civilization ex-
ist today. Millions are already attuning their lives to the
rhythms of tomorrow. Others, terrified of thefuture, are
engaged in a desperate, futile flight into the past and
are trying to restore the dying world that gave them
birth.

The industrial nations of the world are in the turbulent
times of a structural shift from an industrial society
based on physical produ tivity of material goods to a
technical society based pon the exchange of ideas,
information, and knowl ge. During the industrial socie-
ty the engine fueled by a power source was the tool
that'permitted us to handle large amounts of physical
matter with ease and speed. "Capital" in the industrial
society was primarily concerned with materials, equip-
ment, machinery, and physical plant. ,Secondary con-
siderations were location to materials and Markets and
a relatively unskilled and compliant labor force com-
fortably working at'tasks that processed materials into.
finished,products.

As r:ociety evolved firigm a primitive stage to the more
advanced industrial stage,. it created numerous, very
distinctive ,institutions to plan for and coordinate
specialized functions associated with the industrial
society. During the industrial society, we witnessed ma-
jor advances in systems-c mmunications systems,
economic systems, school s stems, finance systems,
transportation systems, and esearch and developpent
networks. The numerous distinctive institutions that
were created incorporated the underlyjagisrinciples of
the industrial society such as the ,division of labor, the
hierarchical structure, the principles of standardization,
and the metallic character of the factory. Schools, for
example, were designed to produce compliant children
who would do what they were given to do, wtto would
be very comfortable working at a conveyor belt as their
co nitive, psychomotor, and attitudinal skills were

External Assessment

assembled for them. they were batch iIrocessed
No through eight to twelve years of compulsory education

and training. Schools and colleges were designed
primarily like broadcast television education and
traini g services were delivered in uniform packages
and n a manner.. and at a time. convenient to the
pito id e r.

Shortly after World War JI, the industrialized nations
began to experience a transition. Nations that were
devastated during WW II rebuilt their physical in-
frastructure with the newest technology. Research and
development networks began to spew dut,new products
at an increasing rate. When Sputniks I and II were laun-
ched in 1957, education and training systems were ex-
panded to produCe the critical mass of engineers,
scientists, and technicians necessary to compete in the -----
space race. In addition, planning focused on acquir-
ing more resource and on building facilities for,the in-
creased number of students resulting from the equal
rights demand for access to postsecondary education.

During the 1970's, the transition to a technical society
based upon ideas, information, and knowledge began
lo accelerate. The need for education and training in-
creased. Schools and colleges, however, were en-
cumbered with the philosophies, policies, pedagogy,
practices, technology, delivery system, physical
facilities, reward sYstems, and financing struotures
developed during the waning of the industrial society.
In an effort to remain competitive in a world economy,
corporations invested heavily in education and
training.

During the late 1970s, a new al::iproach for planning
and managing our institutions and systems began to
evolve.1(Although this new approach to planing and
managin§ is still in the early stages of evolution; this
new technology for institutional advancement is ,,

based'upon (1) a compreheesive assessmert of the ex-.
ternal envirorynent of the institution's service area, (2)
a critical audit of an institution's internal environment,
(3) the development of visions and alternative scenarios
based On the assessment of the external environment
and the audit of the internal environment, (4) the selet-
tion of strategic options and tactical alternatives, and
(5) the specification and management of strategy,4
(See FIGURE.1)
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Although the transition from an indystrial society to
a technical society is still in the early stages of evolu-
tion, one principle is clear learning is the key capital-
formirg industry of the postindustrial economy. It is in
this context that leadership must examine institutional
advancement. /lever before in the historwof postsecon-
dary education has there been a greater need ,for
research and development and 'resource development.

CONCEPTUAL
FRAMEWORK

Things are'not going to get bdtter; thirigs are going
to get, different. -We are not in a recession; we are in
something much more profound than that. We are
changing economies and we haven't changed
economies for a hundred and fifty years.

pt course there is a lot of uncertainty, bUt we have
§vt tp make uncertainty our friend. We have.had an
economy that rested on the industrial sector, which has
served, us magnificently for so long, but we are
shifting to a new economy that rests on information and
electronics. Thisis not going to happen tomorrow; it
is happening today. We are more in the new economy
than we are in the old economy.'

Institutions of postsecondary education are "of SQCie-
qt." That is to"say, they were'created to fill a role that
society deemed necessary as it relates to its well
being. Therefore, it is important for postsecondary
education to understand the needs and wants of in-
diViduala and establishments'that comprise the socie-
ty M which postsecondary education is a part.

Indi;iduals

The values and expectations.of people are key deter-
minants of behavior. Understanding what people want
to change and what they hope will ,remain the same
is vital'to policy and decisionmakers.

The greying of America is the greying of the baby
boom. The huge bulge of babies of the post WdrittVar
II era has been slowly moving toward midlife transition.
The baby tpoorners first filie our maternity mards to
overflowing as ne*borns; than caused classroom and
teacher shortages as youngsters, and then challeng-
ed our traditional institutions as young adults. Currefntly
they are transforming workplace values and practices.
As of July 1, 1(984, the median age of the U.S. popula-
tion climbed to a record 31.2 years.

Although the above statement is true fer the nation,
the demographic profile varies considerably from state
to state and region to region. Projections show a decline
in high school graduates in all but ten stalls between
1979 and 1995. Eleven states are expected to decline

r
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30% or more and Washington, .C. expects a 'decline-
of 59%. On the other In d, states are expected to
experience an increase of 100/0 or more with Utah -

leading the way with 58%, followed by Wyoming with
49% and Idaho with 28%.

An individual's welfare in American'society depends
upon that person's ability to work. It is estimated that
,90% of.the present workforce will still be working in

190 and 75% of the workforce will be working in the
year 2000.7 If predictions prove correct, by '1990,
thousands of jobs may be eliminated or drastically
changed by advances in science and technology and

through teugh international competition.I.In fact, it has
been stated that 75% of all available jobs in the year
2000 have not even been described yet.9 Research,
however, has documented repeatedly that many
employeeklack basic ducatior r and traihing for speCific
jobs that exist in today 's v(lorld of wor.k.1°

Establishments
The Census Bureau regularly reports data about the

world of work through its ten aggregate categories of
establishments. (See FIGURE, 2) Each aggregate
category is a listing of types of agencied or organiza-
tions that do essentially the same type of`Work. The im-
pact of the transition to a technical society is most
severe on communities that relied heavily on old
smokestack manufacturing industries (1) that have fear.

the sting of international competitipn or (2) that are sub-
crject to automation or the unprecedented infusion of con-

temporary technology into the workplace. For exam-
irr Richland County, Ohio, manufacturing. ac-

counted for 51% of the jobs in 1970 and 41% of the
jobs in,1980. This contrasts with 44% and 35% for Ohio
and 26%.and 21% in the U.S. for the same period of
time. In some communities, the economic' transition has
caused an epidemic of plant shutdowns and left behind
a trail of human and community devastation."

Research indicates that all establishments pass
through various stages cf growth and developnierli,
Greiner describes five stages each with its own
managementtstvle to achieve growth: (1) creativity, (2)
airet,tiop, (3) delegation, (4) coordination, and, (5)-
collaboration.12 James has a somewhat different con-

e cept of the organizatibnal life cycle by focusing more
on the problems faced at each phase of evolution; his
eve stages 'include 411-emergence, (2) growth, (3)
maturity, (4) regeneration, and (5) decline. 13 The con -

c t of stages of corporate development for com-
p4er/clata procesting activities has been described by)
Nolan_ as (1) initiation, (2) contagion, (3) control, (4) in-

tegration, (5) data administration, and (6) maturity.14
The phase of evolution leading to corporate strategic
decision-making havelteeaclascribed as (1) financial
planning meet..tte be feet, (2) forecast-based plan-
ning predict the future, (3) externally oriented plah-
ning think strategically, and (4) strategic manage-
ment create the future.'" It is becoming increasingly
clear that the strategies an organization uses are influ-
enced by its position in a developmental sequence.



Rogers' and Shoemaker' list stages leading to 'the
adoption of technblogy as (1) 'awareness, (2) interest,
(3) evaluation, (4) trial, and (5) adoption.18 The adop-
tion process begins with awareness of a concept, idea,
or technology. Ths is followed with interest in obtain-
ing more information about the concept or technology.
Then,-the technology is evaluated to see how it relates
to present and anticipated situations. If the technology
would seem to be worthy of use, it is applied on a small
scale in order to determine its utility iii-ipact. If feasi-
ble, the technology is integrated in a concentrate and
continuous Way an a larger scale- until. it reaches the
,point of full adoption.

RESEARCH AND ,DEVELOPMENT
AS BROKERING

Reintegration of learning and living will come as our
view of the learners rises beyond the campus and its
"students" to the people of the community, the poten-4
tial learners their problems, concljtions, aspirations,
and resources. Reiationships Ihr4 forged involving
health, housing, recreation, community action, family
life, political Movements, employment Services. . ...The
collegesare changed by new clienteles, and an essen-
tial and significant change is that 'Of the transition of
an institution frOm a state of being set,apart to a condi-
tion of meeting people where they are, spatially and
educationally. 17

If communities and tho,persons who reside in'them
are to be the beneficiaries and not the victims of the
transition to the technical society, then the distinctive
types of institutions that comprise the capital4orming
industry -.learning - must adopt a technology to itc-
complish that 'goal. The technology of strategic plann-,
ing and management is based upon (1) an assessment
of the external environment to determine oppor-
tunities and threats and (2) an audit of the internal
ienvironment to determine strengths and
weaknesses. These two activities should yield visions
and scenarios of alternative futures and from which an
institutional plan can beideveloped.116ee FIGURE 3)
The intent.is to develop an institutional plan that will
capitalize on strengths, minimize weaPnesses, take ad-
vantage of and reduce or eliminate
threats:18 ,

.

Most institutions of society have define'd their pur-
poses ca wally. Explanation tends to follow fact and is
more oft eti is journal entry than a blueprint or a grand
dosign. Ambiguity in institutional and major un;t goals
and objectives leads to less purposeful resource
development - human, fish', and capital. A major role
of the resource development office, then; is that of pro-
viding assistance, per ps primary leadership, in
developing the institute al long-range plan.

Tools for assessing the external environment include
needs assessment. market analysis, environmental
scanning and trend analysis. Needs assessment is a
generic, term used to describe a procts for determin-
ing the discrepancy between existing and desired levels
of attainment with respect to educational goals; it often

45

'. FIGURE 2

CATEGORIES OF.FSTABLI IMENTS
f

1.. Agricultural services,lorestry, fisheries
2 Mining .
3, Contract construction
4. Manufacturing
5. Transportation and public utilities
6. Wholesale trade
7. Retail trade. a ,

8. Finance, insurance, real' estate
9. Services

1.0. Nonclassified

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

MANUFACTURING (#4)

Food and kindred products
Tobacco
Textile mill products
Apparel and other textile products
Lumber and,wood products
Furniture and fixtures
Paper and allied, products
,Printing and publishing

9. Chemicals and allied pr6ducts
10. Petroleum and coal 'products
11. Rubber and miscellaneous plastic

products
12. Leather and leather products
13. Stone, clay and glass products
14. Primary metal induthrfes
16. Fabricated metal products
16) Machinery, except electrical
17. Electric and electronic equipment
'18. transportation equipment
149. Instruniehts and related products
20. Miscellaneous rrienufacturing .

industries :;1,
Admirlistrath/e and auxiliary ,

SERVICES (#9)

1. Hotels and lodging places
2.; Personnel services
3.. Business services ,

4. Auto repair services
5. Miscellaneous repair services
6. Amusement and recreational

services
7. Health services
8.0 Legal services
9. Educational services

t0. Social services
11, Museums, botanical/zoologiCal
12. Membership organizations
13. Miscellaneous services
14. Administrative and auxiliary

NONIIMY
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suggests the need for a new program. Market analysis
consists of obtaining detailed informati,,:n about
markets or market segments served or unserved by an
in§aution or system; market analysis :s an organized
effort to identify specific wants and needs of market
setirhents and .the ways in. which institutions meet or
could meet them through a coherent plaflof research,

a strategy, and communication. EnvironineAtal scanning
consists of sampliqg and analysis of data about specific
'areas such as employment trends, health conditions,
literacy, disadvantageness,letc. Trend analysis consists;
of a systematic review of comparable data over 'me
to determine direction. The College Board's "Com-
munity Assessment Pr dgram''' is useful to colleges in
assessing adult-learning behavior.

The purpose for alsessing the external environment
and auditing the Internal environment is to develop
sions.and alternalive scenarios. The Joesey-Bass "New
Directions For IrfstitUtional Research" series is useful
for this task. 19 At the very least;:the process should
yield a set of:aSsy'rnotions about future conditions,, One
important aseniption relates to,funding. The federal
erain higher aluCation is waning.'The administration's
policies toward education, the economic effects of
federal budge1eficits, the high cost of interest on the
national debt, ia ige military weapons expenditures and
planned new weapons syst s; and international

-issues including the strong d lar and trade imbalances
are forces that are .causti major shifts in federal
budget appropriations.

Ultimately assumptions form the conceptual
framework for the most likely scenario for an institu-
tion or system. From that conceptual framework, long-
rang, goals and short-range objectives can be for-
mulated for the system or institution and all major units.
The Educational Testing Service "Community College
Goals Inventory" is helpful for this task.

L

r.

If a coherent and. comprehentive plan is developed,
the resource development office can become an effec-
tive broker to private and public" support. That task in-
volves knowledge about trends in society, reports of
various committees aril organizations, intdntions of
funding sources, existing and proposed legislation,
and programs that are being funded. Knowledge about
programs that are bring funded includes rules and
regulations, requests for propollais, the review pro-
tocol, sucdessful sample proposals, and evaluator
comments.

With proper planning, f6e tasks of strategic plan-
ning, reaffirmation of accreditation, and ,proposal
development can occur simultaneously; In the final
analysis, the role of the resource development office
is to assist in the development of the &Rider mass, of
intellectual c pital necessary to help institutions
become co unity renewal mechanisms in a technical
society b sed on information.2" .

COMMUNITY.RENEWAL C014.EGE

We believe the time has come for a fourth maj
development in American postsecondary education; '

the creation of the community renewal college. The
deterioration of our communitiW. increasing inabili-

_ ty of individuals to cope wit id change, the ob-
solescence of individuals and social organizations, and,
the increasing number of citizens with educational
heeds who are beyond the purview Of existing colleges
demand a new kind of postsecondary institution. This -,
new college must be committed to the improvement of
all aspects of community life'...21

w.
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FIGURE 3
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